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One of the most influential courses this semester was the German interdisciplinary course, 

which is called Gattungen, Werke, Autoren der neueren deutschen Literatureeschichte by Dr. 

Wilhelm Amann. The main topic of the course was the evolution of Realism in the German 

literary scene, with focus on certain authors and their works, such as; Woyzeck by Georg 

Büchner or Die Leiden des jungen Werthers by Johann Wolgang von Goethe. The course 

consisted in analysing the features which positioned the mentioned texts in the realm of 

Realism. This uncanny and objective way of illustrating fiction to such an extend that the reader 

might think it is real.  

In addition, modern interpretations and different mediums of the mentioned texts have 

been explored. This allowed the students to look at different perspectives and interpretations 

of century old literary works. The audio-visual element of movies illustrates the depth some of 

the texts have. Obviously, critique was welcome, and some aspects of the movies were different 

than in the texts, due to pandering and modernisation. This depicted how different individuals 

interpreted a story, because after all movies are the interpretation of the director. 

However, the course portrayed an aspect I had not yet seen in other courses. The relation 

between literary movements in different countries and different languages. The early stages of 

Realism were not only influenced by exceptional German authors, but also by the likes of Mark 

Twain or Charles Dickens. The Great Expectation is a splendid example of Realism and one 

that influenced, to this day, the world of literature. This detail was included in one of the 

professor’s slides and for some it might not have been that interesting, but personally, it was 

something that struck me the most. The literary world is not only a bubble of one’s language, 

but it is an amalgamation of ideas formed by different individuals in different languages. The 

language that we choose to use is merely a tool for proficiency and communication.  

Further to add is the difference of English literature study and the German literature 

study. In the course we used the term Literaturwissenschaft, which translates to the science of 

literature. This is an aspect that was clearly visible. In the analysis of English literature an 

individual uses his free will and interpretation in connection with logical thinking. An 

interpretation has value the instant a clear argument for this interpretation is available. In 

German literature, this is not necessarily true. Interpretations have value if a collective agrees 

to the given interpretation and its clear argument. Sometimes, when a student gave his opinion, 

the teacher did not necessarily agree with him, which clearly depicts that the study of German 

literature is a science, governed by somewhat strict rules. This, however, is merely a subjective 

observation. 
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Nevertheless, the German course was immensely interesting due to the use of different 

mediums and the connection to not only the German scene but also the English scene. The 

category of Realism itself is plenty interesting and worthy to know for every writer. Also, the 

way the different study fields work is enchanting. A more individual idea-based field against a 

stricter yet broad field.  


